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The 7 Common Wealth Management Mistakes 

Most People Make and How to Help Avoid Them 

Introduction 

The world has changed dramatically in the recent decade, but the way most prepare for 

retirement and protect their personal wealth and retirement nest egg has not. 

At Non-Traditional Wealth Management, we believe that most investors and retirees are missing 

out on opportunities for enjoyment and prosperity while exposing their wealth and investments 

to unnecessary risks.  

 Consider the example of commercial aviation. As you can imagine, commercial 

airline pilots have a system for checking the plane before takeoff, a process for getting in 

the air, and a  system for landing.    

 Most investors, in our experience, are flying blind. They are like our commercial 

pilot without a pre-flight checklist, no takeoff process, no final approach strategy, and no 

process landing the plane. No wonder they run into turbulence and land at the wrong 

destination!  

This White Paper identifies 7 of the Common Wealth Management mistakes that couples, 

business owners, and pre-retirees make.        

 While working, saving, and accumulating your wealth, you may give little thought to 

how your money is invested, and this can be costly over the long-term and especially as 

you approach retirement. 

 

 As you get ready to transition into retirement, you may miss opportunities to protect 

against common risks, save on taxes, navigate volatile markets, and properly plan for 

retirement. 

 

 Without a retirement income strategy, you could be forced to lower your lifestyle in 

retirement, risk running out of money, have less for future generations, or not be able to 

afford the things you really want. 
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We offer a proactive vision for Investing and Wealth Management to help readers successfully 

invest for retirement as well as create an income plan while in retirement. 

This White Paper, The 7 Common Wealth Management Mistakes Most People Make and How to 

Help Avoid Them, reveals key risks most of us face in relation to our wealth. Additionally, it 

introduces you to our wealth management process designed for helping you reach your financial 

goals. 

You can benefit from understanding the issues and solutions found in this vital report whether 

you are a successful business owner, a couple who has saved over a lifetime, someone just 

entering retirement, or someone seeking reliable wealth management advice.  

We urge you to read The 7 Common Wealth Management Mistakes Most People Make and How 

to Help Avoid Them. Then, we recommend you set-up a no-obligation Fiscal Wellness Discovery 

Review where we can get to know you and your goals and see if we can help you eliminate 

costly risks to your investments and financial well-being. 

 

Common Risks to Your Wealth 

There are more hazards than ever before that threaten your hard-earned money.  

Risks can come from changes in your job or business, lending and credit issues, unexpected 

health issues, or simply failing to do proper tax, wealth management, and retirement planning. 

Risks to your personal investments can come from a global recession, bear markets, and ongoing 

market volatility. It can come from inflation, uncertain tax reform, or an over-allocation of your 

portfolio to one sector, one asset class, or one part of the world.  

Many investors experienced a net loss in their portfolio over the recent decade, especially when 

taking into account taxes and inflation. Most investors cannot afford more of the same without 

putting their lifestyle and long-term retirement goals at risk. How about you? 

Furthermore, many individuals and families have not updated their long-term, personal financial 

plans. Because of this, their current investments may no longer be appropriate for their goals.     

Unfortunately, traditional retirement income vehicles like pensions or social security will most 

likely NOT cover your lifestyle expenses in retirement. Therefore, most will need a thoughtfully-

designed retirement income plan.  
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Considering these challenges, I recognized when I started Non Traditional Wealth Management 

that most individuals and business owners do not have a formalized SYSTEM to help protect 

them from market risk and other common risks to their wealth.  

Non-Traditional Wealth Management clients gain confidence in their financial future as they 

realize they have a Wealth Management and Investment System working on their behalf to 

preserve their lifestyle throughout retirement. 

Within that overall context, let’s look at 7 of the common Wealth Management mistakes in 

greater detail.    

 

1. The Average Investor Cannot Beat the Market, Especially When Investing Without a 

System: 

Study after study shows that the average investor cannot beat the market.  

You may have heard that “fear and greed” drive the markets. If you are investing on emotion you 

may be fearful at the wrong time and sell at the bottom, or you may be greedy at the wrong time 

and buy at the top. As a result of this “fear and greed” cycle, many investors do far worse than 

the average market return. 

Research shows that on average, investors without a disciplined process will significantly under-

perform the stock market. Consider the chart, on the next page, from independent research firm 

Dalbar. Over the twenty (20) year period ending December 31, 2010, the S&P 500 Index 

achieved a 9.14% annualized return, while the Average Equity Fund Investor received a 3.83% 

return.  This is known as the “behavior gap.” For the stated time period this is an “emotional 

penalty” of 5.31%. That’s a lot of money lost to making investment decisions based upon 

emotions of fear and greed. 
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This chart shows that, especially with today’s volatile markets, investors working off of emotion 

rather than from discipline can be their own worst enemy. 

Most individuals don’t want to spend the time, nor do they have an interest or the expertise, to 

create and follow a disciplined investment system that is going to give them a reasonable chance 

of accomplishing their most important goals.  

It’s not their fault though. The Financial Industry is designed to prompt people to make 

transactions by selling new products or ideas. Because of this industry-induced reality, people 

are left to their emotions to drive their investment behaviors. 

So what is the antidote to this self-destructive behavior? A system! Without a system to rely 

upon investors are left to make emotionally-charged decisions about their investments. With a 

system investors can set aside their emotions and avoid making imprudent decisions. (This 

concept is developed more in Mistake #7.)  
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2. Not Knowing What is in Your Retirement Portfolio, Why You Own It, or What It Really 

Costs: 

Upon the review of a new client’s portfolio, we will discuss what is in the account, why they 

own it, and what fees they are incurring. This seems like a very simple exercise – one important 

for those saving and investing for retirement.  However, the majority of individuals and couples 

can’t tell me why they purchased their investments, what the purpose was for the account, or 

have no exit strategy in the event that their investment doesn’t work out the way they’d hoped. 

Even worse, they may have investments that are no longer appropriate for their current goals.  

Additionally, they may be incurring significant annual investment fees while actually losing 

money! Often changes in their investments need to take place in order to rebalance their account 

so that it is consistent with their target asset allocation and risk criteria. 

It is vital to have an understanding of your overall goals and the risks and fees associated with 

your current investments, so that you have an appropriate portfolio that’s in line with your goals 

and objectives.  

 

3. Believing You Are Diversified When You Are Not, A Mindset That Puts You at Risk 

We take the investment portfolio of a prospective client through a thorough review as part of our 

initial discovery process.  

This review is important because no one, not even an extraordinary investor like Warren Buffet, 

has a crystal ball on his or her desk to predict the future and grasp precisely what each world 

event will mean for the markets.  The markets are too complex for that. 

We’ve all been told that diversification reduces risk, which is true. So it’s no surprise that people 

will purchase many different mutual funds in an effort to create diversification. However, upon 

close inspection we often find that the several funds they own ultimately hold the same 

underlying stocks or bonds.   

When we subject the portfolios of new clients to an analysis of their ability to survive under 

certain scenarios, the portfolios simply don’t meet expectations. This is news to most, as they 

think just because they own a basket of stock and bond funds that they are diversified.  

In fact, many think that bond funds don’t lose money. In 2008, however, we tracked four (4) 

popular bond funds that all lost value. According to Morningstar (www.morningstar.com) the 

http://www.morningstar.com/
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best performer was down by 12.37%, while the worst was down a whopping 78.6% – all in a 

single year.  

We come from the school of thought that can be summarized in the spirit of “Protect the 

portfolio from the downside and the upside will likely take care of itself.”   This sounds like 

common sense. We have discovered, though, that this philosophy is rarely guiding the portfolios 

of the new clients we meet. 

 

4. Thinking Pre-Retirement Is Just About Accumulation, With No Thought About How 

You’ll Generate Income In Retirement: 

Many investors think that the approach to pre-retirement is just about saving and accumulating 

money in retirement and personal accounts. Then, the day you retire you begin taking 

withdrawals from the same accounts at a specific withdrawal rate. There has been a lot of study 

and debate as to the appropriate rate of withdrawal to prevent running out of money before you 

run out of life.  

Many in the industry, though, would like you to believe this simplistic view of investing because 

it means they can sell you stock mutual funds while you are working, and then move you into 

bonds funds or other income-generating vehicles in retirement. This may work for those brokers 

or mutual fund companies who simply want to sell you a financial product (see Mistake #6 for 

more detail here), but over the years I have found this approach can lead to disaster for an 

individual or couple. 

According to the Social Security Administration (2009) the average couple at 62 has a better 

than 50/50 chance of at least one spouse living to age of 92.  

So preparing for a few decades of retirement is prudent, meaning that your money will need to 

fight the effects of inflation to preserve your purchasing power. Shoving all of your money into a 

bond fund or an annuity may mean your money will not last through retirement.  

The Sequence of Returns during the years right before and right after you retire are critical to 

your ability to fund your retirement, and greatly affect your withdrawal rate. 

 Most cannot afford losses in their portfolio. While market volatility may have little impact on 

your long-term portfolio at age 30, 40, or 50, losses in this retirement “red-zone” can be tough to 

recover from.  
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For example, assume you have a $60,000 annual income need. Also assume you have decided on 

a 4% withdrawal rate or $60,000 on a $1,500,000 portfolio. A 30% loss would drop your 

portfolio to $1,050,000 and reduce your withdrawals to $42,000. You are faced with a painful 

decision. Either you must reduce your withdrawal amount, negatively impacting your lifestyle, 

or you may continue taking the same withdrawal of $60,000 increasing the risk of running out of 

money. This is a painful decision that could be avoided all together. 

To further exacerbate the problem, it takes a much greater rate of return to recover your losses. 

For example a 20% loss will require a twenty five percent (25%) return just to get back to even, 

while a 40% loss will require 67% to get back to even. These are losses that many in the 

“retirement red-zone” cannot afford, but they are not out of the question for many in today’s 

volatile markets.  

The Math of Getting Even 
Declines 20% 

 
40% 

Return Required to Get Back to Even 25% 
 

67% 
  

The average retiree we work with will have a portion of their money in long-term stock and bond 

market instruments to maintain purchasing power. In addition, however, they will have other 

investments to create the income stream they need in the short term to help reduce the effects of 

sequential return risk. 

 

5. Failing to Understand the Qualifications of Your Financial Advisor: 

In order to become a doctor or attorney a professional must have an undergraduate degree in 

addition to attending medical/law school. Upon graduating they must also work in their desired 

field of endeavor for a period of time and must also pass a comprehensive licensing examination. 

In other words, they must go through a great deal of effort to gain the education, training and 

experience to qualify to work in their chosen field.  

Contrast this with what one must do in order to call themselves a financial planner. All it requires 

is to pass a licensing exam – to get a license to sell securities (stocks, bonds, etc.) or a license to 

sell insurance products (life insurance, annuities, etc.) – and, magically, they’re a financial 

planner! 

The focus of licensing exams are on the rules and regulations surrounding the financial products 

they are becoming licensed to sell (insurance products or securities products). Knowing these 
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rules is VERY important, and in no way are these comments intended to impugn or minimize 

their importance. However, in no way does the licensing process provide one with the complete 

education, training and experience one needs to become a qualified, competent financial 

planner or advisor. Obtaining the license is merely one of the steps. 

It was in recognition of this fact that the Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards, Inc. 

(CFP Board) was created. The CFP Board is a non-profit certifying and standards-setting 

organization that administers the certification program and oversees more than 61,000 

professionals using the CFP certification in the United States. The mission of the CFP Board is 

as follows: 

The mission of the Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards, Inc. is to benefit the public by 

granting the CFP
®
 certification and upholding it as the recognized standard of excellence for 

competent and ethical personal financial planning.  

To say it another way, the CFP Board is an independent third-party that standardizes the amount 

of education, training and experience one must have in order to qualify to earn this 

designation. You may learn more about the CFP Board online at www.cfp.net. 

Given this discussion it should be no surprise to you that I hold the CERTIFIED FINANCIAL 

PLANNER™ (CFP®) designation. Only roughly 10% of the licensed securities professionals 

have earned this credential.  

This expertise means my focus is on the overall planning needs of my clients. This also means 

that I’m versed in a variety of investment vehicles to assist you in achieving your financial goals 

with a focus on the planning process – not just on selling financial products for which I’m 

licensed.  

Be cautious about working with brokers or advisors who are licensed only to sell products, but 

are not experts in helping you accomplish your goals. Also, be careful of those who are licensed 

in only securities, or only insurance related financial products. Their solutions to your issues and 

goals will be restricted by what their license allows them to offer to you, whether or not it’s the 

best choice for you.  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Certified_Financial_Planner
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6. Failing to Understand Most Brokers and Advisors Are Selling Products With No 

Fiduciary Duty to You 

Non-Traditional Wealth Management, LLC is a Registered Investment Advisor. As a Registered 

Investment Advisor, we have a legal, fiduciary duty to do what is right for you. So what exactly 

does this mean? 

As you find on Wikipedia, “A fiduciary duty is the highest standard of care at either equity or 

law. A fiduciary is expected to be extremely loyal to the person to whom he owes the duty (the 

"principal"): he must not put his personal interests before the duty, and must not profit from his 

position as a fiduciary, unless the principal consents.” 

Since the recent economic collapse, there has been a great deal of debate as to whether those 

licensed to sell financial products should have a fiduciary duty. As of this writing the issue is still 

being debated among elected officials and industry insiders. There’s no telling on which side the 

debate will ultimately fall.  

So how do you know whether you’re working with someone who has a fiduciary duty to you? A 

question to ask when you are considering a new financial professional is, “Are you bound by a 

fiduciary duty to your clients?” 

Given a choice, wouldn’t it make sense to hire an advisor who has a fiduciary duty to you? 

In addition, as an independent advisor, I am able to select the best strategies and solutions from 

the full range in the marketplace, whereas most brokers and financial advisors are captive to their 

employer, and need to push their products, regardless of whether they are good or not for the 

given client situation.  

 

7. Failing to Work From a Plan or Process – Systems Win!!! 

The commercial airline pilot we referenced at the start has a system for pre-flight checks, 

takeoff, final approach, and landing. Yet most investors are working without a nest egg 

accumulation, retirement planning, and/or retirement income system. 

As the Dalbar study above reveals, most investors fail to perform as well as the overall stock 

market, as measured by the S&P 500 Index. The study reveals a tremendous difference between 

how the S&P 500 index performed, and how the average fund investor performed. Why such a 

large difference? The difference is primarily because investors make emotionally-driven 
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decisions when it comes to investing. In fact this difference has been dubbed, “The Behavior 

Gap.”  

The reason I believe this is the case is they are not working from a plan, process, or SYSTEM. 

The result is to make decisions emotionally and pay the penalty. The tendency, due to a lack of a 

system, is to buy an investment that sounds good, chase hot sectors, or throw money into 

accounts and leave them there for years with little thought or ongoing evaluation of their 

effectiveness. 

So what is the antidote to the Behavior Gap? Implement a system that you can rely upon. When 

things get tough, you’ll be able to put aside your emotions, stay disciplined, and avoid 

devastating investment decisions.  

In short, it is for the lack of a system that investors are left to make emotionally-driven and often 

wrong decisions.  

 

Avoid These Common Wealth Management Risks and Navigate to a Healthy and Happy 

Retirement 

There are many other pitfalls and mistakes beyond what has been discussed above.  

For example, one of the “traps” wealthier folks fall into is to put off planning entirely. They see 

it as important but not urgent. Another example is they set-up a wealth management or an estate 

plan without ongoing review, only to have their hard work become out-of-date. Another mistake 

is a failure to update their plan when a change in their personal or financial situation occurs. 

The reality is that most couples and business owners we meet have it within their means to both 

enjoy their life today AND save and invest for their later years. But without a plan, they may be 

putting their financial well-being in jeopardy.   

Avoid these traps at all costs.  Make sure your investment and wealth plan is in place today and 

actively monitored and updated by an experienced professional. 

In summary, retirement investing and wealth planning can be challenging and put your dreams of 

a comfortable retirement at risk and shrink your lifestyle in your later years. They include: 

• Retirement investing and volatile markets put a premium on having a disciplined 

process and not making “emotional mistakes,” 
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• Long-term retirement planning and the forces of inflation as well as the risks from 

volatile markets can make it much more difficult to create the income most people will 

need throughout retirement to support their lifestyle, 

• Retirement planning and volatile markets can create more “point-in-time” risks, 

meaning if your investments happen to go down just at the time you need to raise cash, 

this could have a significant impact on your retirement assets or cash flow in retirement,    

• Major investment losses right before or after retirement, based on the “math-of-getting-

even,”  can set you back many years, or worse, jeopardize your lifestyle in later years, 

and 

• Volatile markets can quickly expose flaws in your diversification strategy and tactics. 

(We have found most investors are not truly diversified.) 

Thus, while retirement planning in today’s volatile markets throws a lot of challenges at us, the 

good news is there is a way to smoothly navigate in rough seas. 

In summary, we don’t want you “flying blind” and ending up at the wrong destination. Through 

planning, and implementation of a prudent system, you can comfortably get to your desired 

destination. 

Next let’s examine our new vision for wealth management the Non-Traditional Wealth 

Management way. 

 

A Wealth Management System for Saving and Investing for Retirement Today 

The world is dramatically different from what it was 10 or 20 years ago.  We see, however, that 

the way most people in our industry practice Wealth Management has changed very little, if at 

all.  

That is why we developed a Wealth Management System which encompasses three key areas: 

 1 – Protecting from the Common Wealth Management Risks, 

 2 – Managing the Retirement Plan and Personal Investments through our Diversified 

Investment Model, Avoiding and Managing Market Risks where possible, and  

 3 – Benefiting from Ongoing Wealth Planning and Management.    
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1. Fiscal Wellness Discovery Review   

 

"A successful wealth management plan begins with your values, goals, and 

personal compass."     

- Dennis Gagnon 

The start of the journey is you  – encompassing your overall financial goals, what you 

value most, how you like to spend your time and your money, what you want for your 

family, how you see your legacy, and more. 

With our Discovery process we leverage the power of questions. For example, we’ll ask 

you: 

1. What concerns you most about your wealth and the future? 

2. How would you spend your time if money weren’t an issue?  

3. Have you considered the legacy you’ll leave and if so what is your desired 

legacy? 

4. Does it concern you in any way to minimize the participation of government 

when passing on your assets? 

5. Do you have charitable intent, and if so would you like to optimize the impact of 

your contributions and gifts? 

6. If you’re paying someone to manage your money, do you believe that it’s 

reasonable to expect that they are doing better than average? 

7. Do you believe it’s prudent to control risk in your portfolio? Do you have a 

system to measure risk? Can you manage it if you can’t measure it? 

Preserving and managing investments and wealth is both personal and comprehensive. A 

comprehensive diagnosis of the current situation is vital, including what investments are 

part of the mix. We also review how your current assets and income fit with your needs 

and lifestyle goals.  

Many of our new clients had avoided this type of exploration because they were 

concerned that a more thorough analysis would be difficult.  Or they feared that it would 

require them to cut back on their lifestyle.  

For virtually all of our clients, we find this is not the case. They can typically do more 

than they realize with their current retirement accounts. In addition, they find the process 

can provide clarity and confidence.  
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We believe financial and retirement planning cannot be done without overall Wealth 

Planning. An investment portfolio must be created and managed with tax planning 

considerations in mind.  The outcome is that you will be much less likely to get a big, 

unexpected tax bill as a result of the investment plan.  

You also need to consider estate considerations, unexpected health issues, insurance from 

death or disability, business interests, and other issues specific to you and your family 

situation. 

2. Your Wealth Management Fitness Plan  

 

"We are largely in the business of creating and managing a custom wealth 

management plan for each client – one that can vary year-to-year with tax law 

changes, or even sudden changes in a client’s life. Our focus on “process,” along 

with our team of experts constantly working for our client, contribute to our 

client's financial future."     

- Dennis Gagnon  

Virtually everyone has some sort of special situation or complex wealth management 

need. Tax requirements, estate plans, insurance, asset protection, and wealth transfer laws 

can vary year to year, requiring ongoing planning and management even if your own 

situation remains static. 

Our typical client approaching retirement has several moving pieces that need to be 

considered and most often addressed annually.  We commonly address questions such as: 

1. What advanced trusts and wealth planning structures are available today to 

help protect and manage wealth? 

2. How can we avoid unnecessary taxes? 

3. How can we better protect our assets against lawsuits and predators? 

4. What estate and wealth transfer strategies can we employ to leave money to 

our heirs and to the causes we care about? 

As we manage the process, we also coordinate your team of specialists and keep you 

updated as needed. The outcome:  You gain the advantage of having a team of experts at 

your disposal while avoiding the headaches of spending time trying to manage the 

process.   

Risk management is key – creating the right holistic strategy for your situation, reviewing 

what kind of insurance you have currently, and making changes to fit your goals and 

needs. Considerations include life, health and disability, and long-term care insurance.    
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Today for most of our clients, estate planning is a key strategy to preserve assets for the 

long-term and for future generations. We make sure our clients go beyond simple wills 

and trusts and have proper titling of assets.  In addition, we help them consider such 

issues as durable power of attorney and generational transfer strategies.     

3. Creating Your Investment Portfolio, as Unique as Your Fingerprints 

 

"An investment strategy is unique to each individual, much like a fingerprint."     

- Dennis Gagnon  

A key component of Wealth Management is managing your investments with your goals and 

your tolerance for risk in mind. This important step, which many fail to take, requires a basic 

understanding of your financial picture. 

What can you do to help manage your wealth for the long term to reach your goals? How can 

we help you preserve and grow capital and avoid downside risk? 

When can you retire? How do you fund your lifestyle in retirement from income derived 

from your nest egg? 

We have developed what we feel is a unique investment system to answer these questions for 

our clients. The System has two main components:  

1. Predictable growth to help you save and invest FOR retirement. 

2. Wealth preservation and income creation IN retirement. 

Predictable Growth for Those Saving and Investing for Retirement 

For those accumulating wealth and investing for retirement, we create a diverse, custom 

portfolio according to both your goals and how you would like your money to behave.  

We help you to stay invested and benefit from the power of the markets over the long-term to 

create the returns you need.     

Key benefits of this strategy include helping you: 

- Create a custom investment portfolio based on your goals for retirement,  

- Stay invested to benefit from the long-term growth trends of the markets, and  

- Select from the best available investment options with only your goals in mind. 
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Wealth Preservation and Income to Fund Your Lifestyle in Retirement 

For those in retirement, we structure your nest egg to create the long-term growth you will 

need for the future and to fight the eroding power of inflation. We also set-up the short-term 

income stream you need to fund your lifestyle. 

We help you transition into retirement, balance your growth and income needs, and also 

invest well into later years for peace of mind.     

Key benefits of this strategy include helping you: 

- Transition into retirement and manage your portfolio through the retirement years,  

- Balance the need for short-term cash flow and long-term preservation and growth, and 

- Avoid big market downturns by using a trending process, NOT a timing process. 

As we will discuss in a later section, your asset allocation and investment plan are not “set 

once and forgotten.”  

      

4. Ongoing Wealth and Investment Management and Optimization 

  

"The essence of investment management is the management of RISKS, not the 

management of RETURNS.  Well managed portfolios start with this precept."     

- Benjamin Graham 

 

As a client, you can benefit from our constant monitoring of all major aspects which 

affect your investment portfolio and your wealth management plan. Once your plan is in 

place, we check its progress and, if necessary, make adjustments to keep you on course to 

achieving your goals. 

The Case for Proactive Wealth Management and Its Benefits 

In summary, we feel these strategies can help you save more of what you earn and 

maximize what you can do with your investments and wealth. For most, that means to 

preserve your wealth for yourself and future generations and also to be able to focus on 

enjoying your life with greater peace of mind. 

In our experience, most couples, business owners, and families will continue to make 

costly mistakes both with their investment and risk management strategies. These errors, 
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however, can often be avoided through proper planning and proactive wealth and 

investment management.  

You don’t have to make the same mistakes that so many others are making. The good 

news is you can get started right now to move along an appropriate path for yourself and 

your family. 

Our goal is to create and manage ongoing investment and wealth management plans 

designed to help you: 

• Support your desired lifestyle now and in retirement, 

• Give to future generations and the causes you care about, and 

• Know that you are sticking to sound strategies that are appropriate for you and 

your family. 

And, of course, we want to help to make sure you gain confidence in your financial future 

so that you can truly relax and enjoy life in the process. 

So here’s what you can do now. 

We Invite You to Get Started with Your No-Obligation Fiscal Wellness Discovery 

Process   

We offer a no-obligation, personal Fiscal Wellness Discovery Process.  

Behind the Discovery Review is an easy yet very powerful process designed to help us 

figure out whether or not we can be of value to you and your family. Additionally, this 

process will help you evaluate whether we’re the right firm for you. If at any time you 

don’t believe we’re your best solution, we invite you to tell us so. We understand that 

what we do isn’t for everyone. 

If we believe we can be of value to you, then we will lay out how we feel you’ll benefit. 

We’ll share with you why we feel we can add value in helping you attain your goals, and 

then we'll explain exactly how we are compensated. At that point you may make an 

educated, well-informed decision as to whether or not to retain my services (and my 

firm's).  

On the other hand, if we DO NOT believe we could be of value to you, then we’ll tell 

you that, too. We’re looking for mutually-beneficial relationships with our clients.  
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The Discovery process is a key step to be able to make specific and actionable 

recommendations. Because of this benefit, you’ll get value out of the Fiscal Discovery 

Process whether or not you retain our services. Either way it’s well worth doing.  

In our experience, about half of the people we see have serious issues that we’re uniquely 

positioned to address. The other half of the people we see just need to make minor 

changes and don’t really need us. The question is: what group do you fall into? Why not 

find out? 

You have nothing to lose and potentially much to gain by taking action now.      

Our thoughtful, systematic process can help you avoid the costly common risks to your 

wealth and help you make better decisions with your money. The invitation is ours, the 

decision is yours. Don’t delay!  

Request your personal, no-obligation Fiscal Wellness Discovery Review now by 

contacting me directly at 407-514-2671 or by email to dennis@nontwm.com. 

  

mailto:dennis@nontwm.com
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Dennis Gagnon, CFP
®
 

Since starting Non-Traditional Wealth Management, Dennis has helped pre-retirees, 

retirees, and business owners protect their assets and invest with a premium on risk 

management strategies.  He is licensed in the areas of securities and life insurance, 

and holds the CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ designation. Dennis 

maintains the CFP
®
 designation after completing extensive coursework and meeting 

ethical standards and ongoing continuing education and experience requirements. 

Prior to his career in wealth growth and management, Dennis partially owned and 

operated a successful, third-generation family business. His financial talents played a key role in tripling 

the size of the business, which is still active after 60 years of continuous operation. 

He received his Bachelor of Science degree from Bryant University, a business-specialty institution. He 

maintains knowledge of the latest planning techniques and professional standards through professional 

continuing education.  

He's been a guest on 660 AM MoneyWatch Radio Network to speak on financial topics such as 

retirement planning, and non-equity market related investment ideas for people who need income from 

their investment portfolios. 

Dennis is active in The Rotary Club of Orlando East.  He has served on the Board of Directors of the East 

Orlando Chamber of Commerce and on the Board of Managers of the Blanchard Park YMCA.  

Dennis has lived in East Orlando since 1998 with his wife, their college-aged daughter, and Catahoula 

Leopard Dog named Bentley. 

 


